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This chapter examines the incident management structure which operated in Victoria on 7 February 2009. It looks at the importance of fire information, and in particular the role of Information Units and fire prediction in that structure. It then considers the practical operation of that structure in one instance on 7 February — the fire that started at Kilmore East. The chapter presents an incomplete account of the emergency response to that fire. However, some conclusions can be drawn on the effectiveness of some of the procedures and systems, and recommendations are made for the 2009–10 fire season.

AUSTRALASIAN INTER-SERVICE INCIDENT MANAGEMENT SYSTEM

9.1 The Australasian Inter-Service Incident Management System (AIIMS) was developed in Australia in the mid 1980s. It was modelled on the United States National Inter-Agency Incident Management System, which in turn was modelled on military operational functions. It is used by all Australian fire agencies, and many state emergency services. Using the same system allows the exchange of fire managers with the United States and Canada for further experience and support. Victoria Police use a different incident management system and discussions have been ongoing over recent years to integrate the two. However, an integrated system was not in place on 7 February.

9.2 AIIMS was adopted as the system of incident management for the Country Fire Authority (CFA) and the Department of Sustainability and Environment (DSE) in early 1990. AIIMS was introduced in an effort to provide more effective command, control and coordination within and across agencies. The introduction of AIIMS recognised that complex, fast moving fire events require more coordinated control arrangements beyond local volunteers at the brigade and group level.

9.3 Volunteers and career CFA staff may be drawn on to fulfil AIIMS positions, depending on their training.

9.4 The principles of AIIMS, as outlined by Mr Russell Rees, Chief Officer of the CFA, are:

- management of incidents by objective
- one controller of the incident — the Incident Controller
- delegation of functions depending on complexity of the incident
- span of control — one person responsible for five people at any one time
- the development of a plan outlining strategies and tactics to combat the incident.

9.5 The functions of the Incident Management Team (IMT) as outlined by Mr Rees are:

Command and control under AIIM-ICS rests with the Incident Management Team (IMT). In broad terms, the responsibilities and functions of the IMT are as follows:

Incident Control: an Incident Controller (IC) will be designated to have overall management of the incident. The IC, in consultation with the other members of the IMT, will determine a control objective that will become the foundation for the development of strategies and the subsequent Incident Action Plan.

Operations: the Operations Section is responsible for the control of operations and the direction of agency resources in accordance with the Incident Action Plan.

Planning: the Planning Section is responsible for collecting and analysing incident information, predicting incident behaviour, recording the location and tasking of resources, and preparation of alternative strategies to control the incident.

Logistics: the Logistics Section provides facilities, services and materials required to combat the incident.

9.6 The AIIMS functional structure used on 7 February to manage the Kilmore East fire is depicted in (Figure 9.1).
Figure 9.1: Elements of the AIIMS structure referred to in this chapter

Source: Adapted from Exhibit 131 – Mapping Information Flow During Critical Incidents (TEN.033.001.0001)11

9.7 Mr Rees explained that the Information Unit, which assumes control of all information to the public, has been integrated into the planning section of the IMT. It became a formal part of the AIIMS structure in 2003.12

9.8 Mr Rees also explained that, under AIIMS, incident management is classified into levels 1, 2 or 3.13 In a fire incident:
- A level 1 fire is a small fire in area, attended by one or two trucks, which is of short duration and is dealt with at the incident. The Incident Controller will be the senior person at the fire exercising control.
- A level 2 fire is a developing fire incident or one that requires more than the initial responding resources. A level 2 incident may be managed at the incident itself or at an Incident Control Centre (ICC) and involves the Incident Controller delegating some functions to others, thereby forming the IMT.
- A level 3 fire incident is a large complex fire incident, which may run for days, where a large number of functions are delegated. Such a fire is run from an ICC. The responsible IMT, under the Incident Controller, will directly manage the fire through its operations, planning, and logistics functions.14

9.9 At times in evidence the ICC (the facility) and the IMT (the management team) have been used interchangeably. This is reflected in this chapter.

9.10 In preparation for 7 February, 20 level 3 ICCs were designated and established in pre-determined locations across the State.15 Kilmore fire station was one of the pre-designated ICCs meant to be able to operate with a level 3 IMT ‘virtually immediately’ on the outbreak of fire.16 As evidence referred to later demonstrates, Kilmore was not staffed to operate as a level 3 IMT at the outbreak of the Kilmore East fire.

9.11 Apart from the Kangaroo Ground ICC, which is a permanent facility, the Commission has not examined the state of readiness of other ‘pre-designated ICCs’.

THE IMPORTANCE OF FIRE INFORMATION

9.12 Traditionally firefighters have focused on putting out fires. Evidence before the Commission has highlighted that while extinguishing the fire should be the primary role of firefighters, once this is no longer possible, putting out information to the public is an equally important role.

9.13 The importance of gathering fire information, communicating among agencies and warning the public have been the subject of numerous recommendations in reports, investigations, and Coronial Inquests on Victorian fires over the last 70 years. A selection of some of the previous reports’ comments and recommendations about fire information follows.
In his report about the 1939 bushfires, Justice Stretton referred to the desirability of early detection of fire and made a number of recommendations including the use of lookout towers and the consolidation of information received concerning fires ‘in a central body devoted to firefighting’.17

The Report of the Bushfire Review Committee on Bushfire Disaster Preparedness and Response in Victoria, Australia following the Ash Wednesday Fires, noted the important role of communications in fire, the imperative of fire organisations having ‘assured links between them’, and the necessity for timely warnings to communities. The report commented that timely warnings particularly applied ‘to notification of wind changes and forecasts of fire front movement’.18 The issue of warnings is further discussed in Chapter 4.

The Coroner investigating deaths during the 1997 Dandenong Ranges fires commented that fire information and ‘communication needs to flow to the community in a timely way to assist in the process of early warning and management of risk’. This passage was used in the CFA’s submissions to the 2002–03 bushfire inquiry.19

The May 2003 Victorian Auditor-General’s report Fire Prevention and Preparedness observed that the most detailed planning may be ineffective if residents do not have access to information that provides the earliest possible warning of fire in their area and indicates the path and intensity of fire.20

The Report of the Inquiry into the 2002–03 Victorian Bushfires also recommends more emphasis on communication of fire information and warnings. These recommendations highlight the need for timely and effective warnings to potentially fire affected communities:

**Recommendations**

That in relation to the provision of information to communities affected by fires and other emergencies, DSE and CFA ensure that:

- Incident Management Teams understand that one of their primary responsibilities, in co-operation with the Municipal Emergency Response Co-ordinator, is to keep the community informed as to where the fire is and its likely path, what is being done to combat the fire and any preparations the community should undertake;

- Community Information Units are effectively integrated into the Incident Management Teams; and

- They continue to develop a joint internet-based communications tool to provide information and advice to both affected and broader communities during fires.

**Conclusion**

Community expectations have changed significantly both in terms of the service communities expect from Government, and in terms of the information they demand from Government during emergencies.

Experience in Victoria during the Longford Gas Crisis and in New York following the 11 September 2001 terrorist attacks, highlights the importance — and value — of providing authoritative, realistic and accurate information to threatened or affected communities. This information can assist a well-prepared community to adopt the safe behaviours necessary to survive an emergency such as bushfire.21

Mr Chris Carson, CFA Officer, presented a paper to the then Australasian Fire Authorities Council (AFAC) conference in 2004 in which he observed that many people are ill prepared for bushfires and that firefighting agencies can offer two interventions that could assist:

... most obviously, the suppression activity of the wildfire combating agencies; and most importantly, the flow of information, warnings, and advice to those at risk. The former represents the traditional role of fire agencies, and the latter an opportunity as yet poorly understood. 22

In 2005 AFAC emphasised that ‘Access to accurate and timely information during periods of high fire danger and fire events is crucial to enable people to make appropriate decisions concerning their safety’. AFAC pointed out that the fire agencies needed to ‘provide the media and the community with information that is accurate, relevant, adequate, consistent, useful and timely’.23
9.21 The report of the July 2006 Joint CFA/DSE Review of Effectiveness of Information Flow to Communities and Media During Fire Incidents observed that:

The value of providing timely and accurate information to the public during times of crisis has been repeatedly demonstrated during natural disasters and other emergencies both in Australia and overseas. As an effective means of empowering communities and minimising loss of life and property, it is a tactic historically more often honoured in the breach than in the observance.24

9.22 To ensure public expectations about warnings were met, the report also stated it would be necessary to review staffing and the physical resources of Information Units.25

9.23 In 2007 Mr Ross Smith, a forester with extensive rural fire management experience, provided the CFA and DSE with a further report, Key Issues Identified from Operational Reviews of Major Fires in Victoria 2006/07.26 This report reviewed the debrief outcomes of firefighters from the 2006–07 bushfire season and again emphasised the importance of providing fire information to communities potentially affected by fire. Its recommendations were accepted by Mr Rees and Mr Ewan Waller, Chief Fire Officer, DSE on behalf of the CFA and DSE respectively.27 The report stated:

There are three things that any fire authority must do whenever a fire is recorded on its area of responsibility:

- The authority must gather reasonable intelligence about the fire location to identify where and in what it is burning (e.g. aerial reconnaissance, remote sensing, on ground investigation, lookout tower observation, verified/verifiable public reports).
- The authority must either initiate suppression action against the fire or undertake investigation and/or observation to determine what suppression action is feasible and what an appropriate strategy is.
- If there is a threat or a potential threat to the community, the fire authority must provide timely public advice, alerts and warnings to the community.28

9.24 By the 2008–09 bushfire season, it was clear that there was a longstanding appreciation and acknowledgement in the fire agencies of the need to gather intelligence about fires and use that information to the benefit of communities threatened by fire, to ensure timely and accurate public advice. This understanding was acknowledged by Mr Rees in his evidence, when he referred to the CFA philosophy that “provision of information to the community before and during a major incident was one of its core responsibilities”.29 Providing fire information to the community, Mr Rees stated, ‘plays an important part in achieving safe, self-reliant and resilient communities. Such information enables community members to make informed decisions about their own fire safety’.30 The Commission agrees.

INFORMATION UNIT — AIIMS

9.25 In an attempt to better manage information flow, Information Units became a formal part of the AIIMS system in 2003. Information Units are responsible for the control of all information disseminated to the public.31 The Information Unit is incorporated into the planning section of the AIIMS structure. Figure 9.2 provides an example of the position of an Information Unit — which sits inside the Planning Section — in a level 3 Incident.
9.26 In 2008 the CFA and DSE published guidelines for the conduct of the Information Unit which provide that:

Once an IMT has been established, the duties of the Information Unit and the roles within it require the Information Officer or Information Unit Leader managing the Unit to have direct and easy access to the Incident Controller, Planning Officer, Situation Officer and possibly the various specialist units as established. As a result, the Information Officer or Information Unit Leader managing the Unit must be located at the Incident Control Centre.\(^\text{33}\)

9.27 The guidelines note that it is ideal to have the Information Unit at the same location as the ICC but envisage that this may not be possible. They refer to the possibility of the Information Officer being located at the Regional Emergency Coordination Centre (RECC) pending establishment of an ICC.\(^\text{34}\)

9.28 The evidence before the Commission is that the Information Officer for the Kilmore ICC was located at the Seymour RECC for some hours after the outbreak of fire on 7 February.\(^\text{35}\) However, based on the evidence of Mr Rees about the preparedness of pre-designated ICCs, there is no clear reason why an Information Officer and Unit should be located anywhere but at the ICC for a level 3 IMT. Mr Rees referred to the necessity of the Information Unit operating out of the ICC. He stated:

\[I\text{ strongly support the fact that the information unit should run out of the ICC’s. There is plenty of evidence that the further you take it away, the less you get information.}\] \(^\text{36}\)

9.29 The Information Unit, through the Information Officer, is responsible for:

\(\text{\begin{itemize}
\item disseminating information directly to locally identified conduits}
\item disseminating information to the integrated Emergency Coordination Centre (IECC) for state level dissemination
\item reporting to the RECC on dissemination networks used and providing to the RECC copies of the information released by the ICC.\() \(^\text{37}\)
9.30 The Information Unit is required to give priority to providing information to communities that are near a fire incident who are, or may come under, direct threat. That requirement carries with it a duty to ensure ‘that accurate up to date incident information is provided to the public, local community, other relevant agencies’.

9.31 The Planning Section of the IMT, which contains the Information Unit, is referred to as a source of information in the 2008 guidelines:

The Planning Section develops formal documentation relating to the future development of an incident to enable operational strategies to be implemented to deal with the incident events.

This information provides a sound understanding of the potential to impact communities, the likely degree of effort required to resolve the incident and consequently a good basis for Information Unit understanding of information needs. The Planning Section is required to undertake the following functions:

Incident Prediction. The document will contain the following information:
- Current and anticipated weather
- Current and anticipated Fire Danger Index
- Fuel loads in the area currently burning and likely to burn
- Description of current and predicted fire behaviour
- A summation of the total distance spread
- A description of any significant issues or priorities likely to face the IMT
- There is likely to be an analysis of a map indicating the likely spread of the fire

Incident Action Plan. This document will contain the following information:
- A statement of the current objective of the suppression strategy including resources
- A list of the critical issues (warning, alerts, resource needs).

9.32 Information cannot be released by the Information Unit without the authorisation of the Incident Controller irrespective of whether the information is prepared at the ICC or at an alternative location. Information created by the Information Unit at the iECC must be authorised by the State Duty Officer.

9.33 The guidelines clearly set out the responsibility of the IMT through its Information Unit to gather and provide fire information. The guidelines properly prioritise the provision of information to communities near a fire or communities that may come under direct attack by fire. This report returns to the role of the Information Unit and its place in the Incident Control structure later in the chapter after the management of the Kilmore East fire is examined.

FIRE PREDICTION

9.34 The Planning Section also has responsibility for providing incident prediction, which is ‘most likely to be an analysis on a map indicating the likely spread of the fire’. Fire analysis and prediction is important to the management of the fire suppression effort and to the provision of timely, accurate advice to communities potentially threatened by fire. Fire behaviour analysts provide fire spread predictions for going bushfires and identify human, economic and environmental assets that may be impacted by fire. They also make recommendations about firefighting safety issues relating to fire behaviour and fire weather.

9.35 Mr Rocky Barca, a qualified level 3 Incident Controller and Deputy Incident Controller at the Kangaroo Ground ICC on 7 February, provided evidence to the Commission on the importance of fire prediction within the ICC.
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9.36 Mr John Cowan assisted in the Planning Section at the Kangaroo Ground ICC on 7 February. He has been a volunteer member of the CFA for 31 years and has held senior positions in the organisation. Because of his training and experience he has undertaken fire prediction work. He gave evidence of the importance of fire prediction in relation to the management of resources.

You need to make sure that you don’t put the resources on the ground and that you have deployed in a situation where they might be caught up in a wind change. You need to understand the tactics of a fire, the situation, where it is going, the terrain it is going on to see whether the fire is actually able to be fought successfully using current tactics. It might be trying to put someone down in a gully or on top of a hill where it is too dangerous. So that is a very important role.

CASE STUDY: KILMORE EAST FIRE

9.37 The Kilmore East fire is the only fire that has been considered in any substantial detail so far in evidence before the Commission. That evidence is not complete as only a partial account of the emergency response to the fires has been heard. However, an analysis of the evidence received to date concerning this fire provides a sound basis for conclusions on the effectiveness of some procedures and systems.

THE ICC AT KILMORE

9.38 The Kilmore East fire was reported at 11:49am. At 12:05pm the Kilmore CFA volunteer Captain, Gregory Murphy, received a call from regional Operations Officer Peter Creak, Seymour, to indicate that Kilmore fire station should become the ICC for the fire and that Mr Murphy would be the Incident Controller. Mr Murphy possessed level 2 Incident Controller qualifications. The Kilmore ICC is the nominated level 3 ICC for the Mitchell catchment area, which covers the Seymour and Northern highway groups.

9.39 Kilmore was one of the 20 pre-designated level 3 ICCs prepared in anticipation of the conditions forecast for 7 February. It was supposed to be at a ‘heightened state of readiness’ for the day. The pre-designated level 3 ICCs were meant to be ready for a ‘warm start’ — ‘people there, all the facilities, the equipment is up and running and tested’. Mr Rees said he was assured that this was the case with the pre-designated ICCs.

9.40 The CFA State Duty Officer on 7 February was Mr Gregory Paterson, a career officer in the CFA. He understood the Kilmore ICC was a level 3 ICC and ‘hot’ in the sense that it had in place an Incident Controller, and that Operations, Planning and Logistics Units were ready to operate at the start of a fire. According to Mr Paterson, during the morning of 7 February, he requested that Ms Michelle Koehler, CFA State Emergency Coordination Centre (SECC) officer, contact the regional duty officers and area coordinators so that he could be sure of the level of preparedness of the ICCs. He believed as a consequence of this contact that the Kilmore ‘was a hot level 3 ICC’.

9.41 However, the evidence of Mr Murphy disclosed that the Kilmore ICC was not ‘hot’ (despite efforts having been made on 6 February to prepare it) and certainly not staffed to a level 3 capacity in the manner described by Mr Rees or Mr Paterson. Mr Murphy was tasked as Incident Controller without a level 3 qualification. He had ‘no prior knowledge [he] would be utilised as a level 3 Incident Controller’. This is not a criticism of Mr Murphy as he was placed in an invidious position.

9.42 Upon his appointment as Incident Controller, Mr Murphy was required to establish an IMT at the Kilmore fire station from scratch. Mr Tim Tingiri, who had previously been dispatched to the fire as Commander of the Kilmore pumper, was recalled and appointed Situation Officer. Mr Tingiri apparently had undertaken some form of incident management training. He appeared to Mr Murphy to be the most suitable person at the time to undertake the role, although Mr Murphy did not believe Mr Tingiri to have a level 3 qualification. Mr Tingiri had no prior knowledge he would be appointed Situation Officer, a position that carries with it the responsibility of bringing together situation reports of the fire and fire prediction.
9.43 Other appointments were made to make up the team and to enable the ICC to become operational. The Operations, Logistics and Planning Officers, as far as Mr Murphy was aware, were not level 3 IMT qualified.62

9.44 There was no Information Officer at the Kilmore ICC at the time the ICC became operational at approximately 1:05pm. The Information Officer arrived at the ICC at approximately 3:30pm.63

9.45 Mr Murphy was informed that information concerning the Kilmore East fire, including the release of threat messages concerning that fire, would be processed through the RECC at Seymour as opposed to the Kilmore ICC. Mr Murphy did not see any of the threat messages concerning the Kilmore East fire prior to 3:30pm. He was aware of threat messages being issued but because these were issued from the Seymour RECC, he was unaware of the frequency or content of such messages.64

9.46 At the iECC, at least initially, there was no knowledge that the Kilmore ICC was not staffed at all, let alone not staffed as a level 3 ICC. Mr Rees did not find out that the Kilmore ICC was not pre-staffed until after the event in the following days, although he did ask on the afternoon who the Incident Controller was for the fire.65 Mr Paterson said he was surprised when informed at 2:30pm that a level 3 Incident Controller was being transferred from Mansfield to Kilmore.66

9.47 Mr Rees became aware ‘probably within the first hour of the fire’ there was a level 2 Incident Controller, but said that at the initial stages of the fire this was appropriate and that he knew ‘the fundamentals were there’ but that he didn’t know ‘that we weren’t at the level of readiness that I would have – well I knew was the case at other incident control centres’.67

9.48 Mr Murphy stated the line scan of the Kilmore East fire which was requested at 12:33pm did not arrive at the Kilmore ICC whilst he was Incident Controller, nor was he aware, or made aware, of any services that could have been offered by the iECC concerning the prediction of fire.68

9.49 The lack of preparedness of the Kilmore ICC meant that systems and protocols were not in place to provide accurate and timely information on the fire.60 It was unreasonable to place the burden of creating and then managing an IMT for a complex, fast-moving fire on unprepared and underqualified CFA personnel. The lack of preparedness, in so far as it affected the provision of information on fire to the public, meant that threat messages and warnings concerning this fire were not issued in a timely manner and failed to contain relevant details and information. Just why the Kilmore ICC was in such a poor state of preparedness has not to date been explained in evidence, and cannot therefore be the subject of a specific recommendation.

9.50 The Commission will pursue in future hearings the following issues:

- why the Kilmore ICC was not prepared to operate as a level 3 ICC
- the procedures the CFA considers should be established to ensure pre-designated level 3 ICCs are adequately prepared.

---

**RECOMMENDATION 9.1**

The State ensure that State Duty Officers of the CFA and DSE be given direct responsibility for ensuring pre-designated level 3 Incident Control Centres within their respective control are properly staffed and equipped to enable immediate operation in the case of a fire on high fire risk days.
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THE ICC AT KANGAROO GROUND

9.51 The Kangaroo Ground ICC is approximately 50 kilometres south of Kilmore. It is a permanent ICC facility and as such is equipped with desks and prearranged allocations of space for the ICC team. It also has computer and IT facilities, although the fit out at Kangaroo Ground is not as up to date as other permanent ICcs across Victoria.70

9.52 The Kangaroo Ground ICC was set up for a ‘hot’ start as a level 3 ICC on 7 February. Planning, Operations, Deputy Operations and Logistics Officers were in place.71 Other personnel were on site as back up, including support for the Information Unit.72

9.53 While the Kangaroo Ground ICC was a designated level 3 ICC, it was not given responsibility for the Kilmore East fire on 7 February.73 It did become a Divisional Command of the Kilmore ICC and was ‘activated’ as the ICC in control of the Kilmore East fire at 5:42am on Sunday 8 February.74 A Divisional Command normally reports through and takes instructions from the IMT Operations Officer and the Incident Controller of the fire.75

9.54 As a consequence, the Kangaroo Ground ICC was not authorised to issue threat messages or other information concerning the Kilmore East fire on 7 February.76

9.55 Mr Jason Lawrence was the Incident Controller of the IMT at Kangaroo Ground on 7 February. He is a CFA career firefighter, holds the position of Operations Officer, and when asked if he held, and has been trained in, level 3 Incident Controller qualifications Mr Lawrence stated he had ‘undertaken training to that effect’.77 Mr Lawrence had no experience as a level 3 Incident Controller in any previous bushfires.78

9.56 Mr Barca was also rostered to the Kangaroo Ground ICC, where he took the role of Deputy Incident Controller of the IMT. Mr Barca is employed by Parks Victoria and is accredited as a level 3 Planning Officer and level 3 Incident Controller.79 Mr Barca had operational experience as a level 3 Incident Controller at Victorian Bushfires in 2002, 2003 and over the summer of 2005–06. In 2006 he was Incident Controller at the Kangaroo Ground ICC when Kinglake was under fire threat. He has served as Acting Chief Fire Officer for DSE.80

9.57 The practice is that the appointment of Incident Controller is dependent on the location of fire ignition. If the fire starts in land for which DSE has responsibility, a DSE Incident Controller takes charge; if it starts in land where the CFA has responsibility, a CFA Incident Controller takes charge.81

9.58 This method of selection is flawed. On 7 February it led to the appointment of a level 3 Incident Controller at the Kangaroo Ground ICC who was inexperienced in the role and not formally qualified, over a person highly experienced and qualified for the level 3 Incident Controller position.

RECOMMENDATION 9.2

The CFA and DSE agree procedures to ensure the most experienced, qualified and competent person is appointed as Incident Controller for each fire, irrespective of the point of ignition of the fire.

ON GROUND REPORTING

9.59 Examining the information that was available concerning the Kilmore East fire on 7 February provides perspective on the adequacy of the warnings released on the day.

9.60 When reported at 11:49am, the Kilmore East fire was entered on the CFA electronic Incident Management System (IMS).82 Mr Paterson gave the fire, when it first came up on IMS, ‘exceptionally high priority’.83 At 12:10pm Mr Paterson recognised this fire would potentially impact on the Hume Highway and on the Sydney–Melbourne rail link.84 At this time an iECC Situation Officer was dedicated to the Kilmore East fire.85

9.61 At 12:08pm Ms Colleen Keating, Fire Tower Operator at the Kangaroo Ground fire tower, took a bearing on the Kilmore East fire. She spoke with fire tower operators at Mount St. Leonards and Pretty Sally and was informed that the Kilmore East fire was heading towards a Blue Gum plantation and was building fast. That information was conveyed to Mr Lawrence at the Kangaroo Ground ICC.86
At 12:21pm the Police Forward Command Log recorded a concern about the potential of the Kilmore East fire and at 12:30pm the log noted the fire was a ‘major concern’ of the fire agencies. The log referred to the possible impact on the Melbourne–Sydney rail line and the Hume Highway. At approximately 1:00pm the Hume Highway was closed to traffic upon request from Mr Murphy. Deputy Commissioner Kieran Walshe, Victoria Police, said that the request was received by police at approximately 12:37pm.

Mr Kenneth Williamson, a 30 year volunteer member of the CFA and Whittlesea Fire Brigade Captain, provided evidence concerning the progress of the Kilmore East fire. At 1:02pm on 7 February he spoke to Mr David McGahy, volunteer Captain of the Arthurs Creek/Strathewan CFA Brigade. He said that it was more than likely that the fire would jump the Hume Highway and that once it was in the Mount Disappointment area it would have a free run and be hard to pull up. Mr Williamson appreciated that once the fire was in the pine plantation on the western side of the Hume Highway it would be impossible to stop at the Hume Highway.

At the time of the conversation with Mr Williamson, Mr McGahy at Arthurs Creek was able to observe that the volume of smoke from the Kilmore East fire had grown enormously.

Mr Murphy appreciated that once the fire was in the pine plantation its intensity would increase, the fuel load would be such that ‘all of the requirements for a very large, very difficult fire had been met’. At approximately 11:50am, after dispatching the initial response units to the fire, Mr Murphy observed the large column of smoke generated by the fire. The column of smoke he said ‘told a story that — yeah we were going to struggle with that [fire] and we did’.

At 1:19pm an entry in IMS recorded the fire near the Hume Highway and noted that spotting over the highway was likely. Superintendent Rodney Collins at the iECC reported to the State Emergency Response Coordination Centre that the fire was spreading south at a rapid rate and Wandong may be directly impacted. At around this time, the fire was also in a forested area between Wandong and Clonbinane. Mr Williamson described the fire conditions as extreme and measured a slight wind change from north-west to a westerly at 100 kilometres per hour. The fire in the forest area was running, he estimated, at 20–30 kilometres per hour, and he said that later in the day the speed of the fire was greater than this, ‘roaring — I’ve never seen anything like it’. These observations of the fire made by Mr Williamson were reported back to his group officer Mr Rod Holland. However, it is unclear whether they were passed on to the Kilmore ICC. At around 2:00pm Mr Williamson observed the fire behaviour to be erratic and spotting all over the place.

At 2:12pm Ms Keating at the Kangaroo Ground tower was provided with information, which she passed onto the Kangaroo Ground ICC, from Mr Peter Coleman, the Pretty Sally tower spotter, to the effect that the fire had crossed the Hume Highway north-east of Wandong. Mr Coleman also stated the fire was heading towards Mount Disappointment and Kinglake West. At this time burnt leaves were dropping in the Kangaroo Ground area.

At 2:25pm the Strath tower (operated by Melbourne Water) in the Mount Disappointment State Park was evacuated because of the potential threat of fire. The evacuation was reported to the Kangaroo Ground ICC at 2:36pm.

Spotting of the Kilmore East fire was reported at 2:33pm into the top end of Wandong on 774 ABC Radio and at about 3:00pm around Humevale by the Kangaroo Ground tower. At 3:22pm further heavy spotting was observed in the Humevale area.

Deputy Group Officer Lindsey McHugh reported at 3:06pm that the fire had progressed across Mount Disappointment much faster than anticipated and was coming over the top of the mountain into Bruces Creek.

Triple Zero calls, presumably concerning spotting of the fire, were received from the Strathewen area from 3:43pm.
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At approximately 3:30pm information concerning the Kilmore East fire was provided to fire behaviour analysts at the iECC. This information came from a report of an aircraft over the fire. The information demonstrated the fire was further advanced than expected and the rate of spread was faster than predicted.109

The first callout for the Arthurs Creek Brigade was at 3:43pm. The brigade was dispatched to a spot fire in Eagles Nest Road, Strathewen.110 Other spot fires were breaking out. Within 20 minutes ‘the mountains were starting to spot and the speed of the oncoming fire was something to behold’.111 By 3:55pm Mr Williamson concerned the fire was such that the whole mountain might be lost.112 At 3:57pm he requested that ‘VicFire’ organise an urgent threat message be made to the residents on Kinglake mountain.113 He believed he also made the same request to the Whittlesea Divisional Command through Mr Holland. In referring to the Kinglake mountain he meant the whole mountain from Mount Disappointment to Kinglake.114

At 4:05pm the fire was reported at St Andrews.9.75 Mr David Cooper, a volunteer firefighter and Deputy Group Officer, Lower Yarra Area, who was based at Kangaroo Ground on 7 February, dispatched a tanker to St Andrews at approximately 4:00pm after receiving a report from Mr McGahy that the fire at Arthurs Creek ‘was totally out of control’.116 When Mr Cooper arrived at St Andrews he observed a significant running fire spreading rapidly.117

At 2:40pm Mr Barca was informed by the Kilmore ICC that the fire had passed Wandong and was heading in a south-easterly direction and about to enter Mount Disappointment.123 Mr Barca was concerned. Using his experience and training he determined at that time the fire would have a forward rate of spread of 20 kilometres per hour, flame height varying from 5 to 30 metres crowning in forest areas, and that spotting would occur up to 20 kilometres away.124 Mr Barca stated:

I came to the conclusion that the fire was likely to reach Whittlesea before the predicted wind change in the early evening. With the predicted south-westerly wind change, the fire was likely going to head towards various communities in the Kinglake area, by which I mean the townships of Kinglake, Kinglake West, Strathewen, Steels Creek, Flowerdale, Humevale and surrounding towns and areas.125

Mr Barca attempted to pass this information to Mr Creak at Seymour and Mr Murphy at Kilmore but could not get through on the phone.126

At 2:59pm an entry was made on the CFA IMS in relation to the Kinglake fire:

Prognosis as follows: from ASS [Air Attack Supervisor] the fire front will not be held and aircraft are only capable of protection. This fire will run south and east. Potential areas impacted include Upper Plenty, Eden Park and Whittlesea.127

At 3:30pm an entry by the Incident Controller at the Kangaroo Ground ICC, Mr Lawrence, reflected that power/transmission lines in Kinglake (SP Ausnet) ‘were potentially in the path of the fire’.128 This concern for the transmission lines at Kinglake was passed onto the Operations Manager in the Region 13 RECC who indicated to Mr Lawrence he would pass the information onto SP Ausnet.129
At 4:00pm reports from the CFA radio and the Operational Unit at the Kangaroo Ground ICC informed of ember attack at Kinglake West, Eagles Nest (Arthurs Creek) and Panton Hill.130

At 4:08pm Mr Lawrence informed Mr Graham Armstrong, Operations Officer at Region 13, that there were ‘a large number of assets in the fire path’ that could not be defended. These included water treatment facilities at Yan Yean and Sugarloaf and transmission lines in the Kinglake area. Mr Lawrence formed the opinion that as strategic infrastructure could not be defended, the focus of attention would be solely on the ‘protection of life and property of potentially affected townships, including Arthurs Creek, Strathewen, St Andrews, Kinglake West and Kinglake and other smaller communities in between’. At this time the Kangaroo Ground ICC predicted without the wind change the fire would run to Diamond Creek.131

An entry into the IMS at 5:11pm from the Kilmore ICC advised the wind change would arrive sooner than expected, and was now anticipated to impact on the western flank of the Kilmore East fire at 8:30pm.132

**IECC INFORMATION**

At 12:55pm on 7 February the CFA produced an electronic map of the estimated fire location for the Kilmore East fire.133 A line scan of the fire was commenced at 12:46pm and a second line scan was run at approximately 12:55pm.134 Line scans are infra red aerial readings generally collected by a light aircraft flying across the path of the fire.135 Their collection is limited by suitable flying conditions and this restricted flights on 7 February.136

*Source: Country Fire Authority*
Figure 9.3: Kilmore East fire line scan 12:46–12:49pm

Source: Exhibit 157 (EXP.003.006.0002)
Figure 9.4: Kilmore East fire line scan 12:55–12:58pm

Note: Figure 9.3 was taken at a height of 20,000 feet and Figure 9.4 is taken at a height of 10,000 feet.
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9.86 In the nine minutes between the two line scans, the fire is shown to have developed. The area of active firefront is greater and the plume of the fire is drawn in an easterly direction by upper winds. The line scan image shows spot fires ahead of the fire and demonstrates the plume of the fire is drawing the fire together. Dr Kevin Tolhurst, Senior Lecturer, Fire Ecology and Management, University of Melbourne, was of the opinion that the fire was out of control 20 or 30 minutes after ignition. These line scans provided the basis for a later prediction of the path of the Kilmore East fire, which showed the fire going through the Kinglake region.

9.87 An article published in *The Australian* on 14 February 2009 reported concerns and statements attributed to Mr Waller, Mr Rees and Mr Bruce Esplin (Emergency Services Commissioner) as follows:

> … they had a sense of dread early on about the Kilmore East fire. ‘I knew that was a dangerous place for a fire’ [Esplin]
> … as soon as we saw the Kilmore East fire, in a very short time we knew we had a real problem. It was running towards populated areas. You could run a ruler along where it was going to run – you knew straightaway [Waller].

9.88 Mr Rees said the article did not represent his language. He said he had a concern for the Kilmore East fire like a number of other fires burning on the day. Mr Rees said he appreciated that if the fire got across the Hume Highway and into Mount Disappointment, the fire would not be controlled on the day and that it would impact on communities and populated areas.

9.89 Mr Waller stated in evidence that he did have a sense of dread, early on, concerning the Kilmore East fire because of where the fire was located in the Kilmore Gap, with northerly winds and a history of bad fires in the Mount Disappointment area. In his opinion it was a fire ‘of very high potential’. Mr Waller held the opinion on 7 February that once the fire crossed the Hume Highway ‘it was going to run’ and follow a predictable course.

9.90 Concern about the potential of the Kilmore East fire within the iECC is demonstrated by the evidence of Ms Sarah Henshaw, Information Unit Leader for the CFA at the iECC on 7 February.

9.91 Ms Henshaw attended a meeting at the iECC at 2:28pm which had been called by CFA State Coordinator, Mr Geoff Conway. At the meeting Mr Conway informed those attending ‘that priority areas for the Kilmore East fire were Whittlesea, Hurstbridge and Kinglake’. Also in attendance at the meeting were State Duty Officers of the CFA and DSE and Ms Jennifer O’Beirne from the DSE Information Unit.

9.92 Ms Henshaw said that Mr Conway wanted priority given to Whittlesea, Hurstbridge and Kinglake in terms of provision of information to those areas — to warn these communities. She was informed with others attending the meeting that messaging needed to come from the ICCs that addressed those priority areas.

9.93 As a consequence of the meeting with Mr Conway, Ms Henshaw spoke with Mr Alex Caughey who was the Information Officer for the Kilmore East fire at the time. To the best of her recollection she raised Whittlesea, Hurstbridge, Kinglake for the purpose of having the Information Unit prepare messaging for those areas. Despite this, the first time Kinglake received a warning by reference to the CFA website was at 5:55pm.

9.94 Between 3:11pm and 3:30pm fire behaviour analysts at the iECC produced a hand drawn prediction map of the Kilmore East fire. The map incorporated information from the aircraft surveillance unit at 3:30pm that the fire was spreading faster than anticipated. The prediction map indicated the fire potentially spreading to Hurstbridge and close to Kinglake, with spotting extending considerably further as far as Flowerdale and Toolangi. The hand drawn map is reproduced below.
9.95 The prediction map was distributed at approximately 4:30 pm. It was not produced in its electronic form until 5:43 pm.

9.96 The potential effect of the south-westerly change on fires was appreciated at the iECC. Ms Henshaw described a conversation with Mr Conway at 5:49 pm during which he informed her that Mr Rees and Mr Waller were concerned that the wind change had the potential to impact on fires in south, eastern and central Victoria and Gippsland. Mr Conway expressed the need to get information to the public about the wind change.

9.97 Ms Henshaw drafted a web article concerning the fires and the wind changes that was signed by Mr Rees. It was then decided that the article should be redrafted as an urgent media release. The information went to the Media Officers to prepare a media release. Ms Henshaw was not sure if it was ever issued.

9.98 The web article prepared by Ms Henshaw (which was ultimately never released) was signed by Mr Rees at 6:09 pm. It referred to erratic winds accompanying the change and the potential for unpredictable fire behaviour.

9.99 The Commission, as yet, has not received evidence from Mr Conway.
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KILMORE EAST FIRE INFORMATION CONCLUSIONS

9.100 Not all the evidence describing the information and intelligence that was available concerning the Kilmore East fire on 7 February received to date has been referred to in this report. However, the evidence referred to establishes the following significant matters:

- Within 20 to 30 minutes of the time of ignition of the Kilmore East fire (11:49am) it was a fire out of control with no prospect of being contained. It could not be fought.
- By 1:00pm, when the Hume Highway was closed to traffic and the fire had entered the pine plantation on the western side of the Highway, there was an appreciation that the fire would likely cross the Hume Highway and enter the Mount Disappointment area. This carried with it the high risk that the fire would impact on populated areas.
- When the fire crossed over the Hume Highway just prior to 2:00pm, those experienced in fire behaviour must have anticipated its potential for destruction.
- Between 2:00pm and 2:30pm the fire had been reported as running at speeds of between 20 and 30 kilometres per hour, with erratic fire behaviour and heavy spotting.
- Fire prediction undertaken at various locations between 1:30pm and 2:45pm showed that residents in and surrounding Flowerdale, Kinglake West, Kinglake, St Andrews, Strathewen, Steels Creek, Humevale, Christmas Hills, Toolangi and Whittlesea were at risk.
- In addition to running at great speed, the fire was expected to crown in forested areas, spot long distances (up to 20 kilometres), and have flame heights up to 30 metres.
- The cold front approaching from the south-west would have a major impact on the Kilmore East fire, converting the eastern flank of the fire to a much broadened firefront, adding significantly to the fire’s activity and potential devastation.
- By at least 2:28pm, there was an appreciation at the iECC amongst senior officers of both fire agencies, of the grave potential of the Kilmore East fire to impact on communities and townships including Whittlesea, Hurstbridge and Kinglake.

KILMORE ICC WARNINGS

9.101 Mr Caughey from the Seymour RECC acted as Information Officer for the Kilmore East fire until approximately 4:00pm. He had not previously allocated the Kilmore ICC its own Information Officer because he was not aware it would be activated as a level 3 ICC. It was an unusual situation for him, as an Information Officer, to be remote from the ICC and the immediate information concerning the fire coming into the ICC.

9.102 After being appointed Information Officer to the Kilmore ICC, Mr Caughey remained under pressure due to responsibilities of his other pre-arranged tasks. He was supervising three untrained administrative officers at the Seymour RECC who were inundated with calls from people seeking fire information, and he personally was overwhelmed with calls over the course of the afternoon.

9.103 Mr Caughey maintained the role of Information Officer, working from Seymour, until Ms Leonie Hunter, a CFA volunteer officer, arrived at the Kilmore ICC at approximately 4:00pm. Up until that time he had responsibility for preparing messages and warnings concerning the Kilmore East fire. The messages and warnings were issued from the Seymour RECC. They were not seen or signed by the Incident Controller at Kilmore. There was a Media Officer at Kilmore providing information to Mr Caughey concerning the fire. On a number of occasions Mr Caughey spoke to the Incident Controller.

9.104 An awareness message timed at 12:30pm was posted to the CFA website at approximately 12:40pm. The message was prepared at the iECC and advised that the fire was burning in a south-easterly direction and the communities of Wandong and Clonbinane should be ‘aware of this fire’. The message was authorised by the CFA State Duty Officer, Mr Paterson.
Mr Caughey partially prepared an ‘awareness message — initial advice’ concerning the Kilmore East fire at or about 12:50pm. The message described a wildfire burning in a southerly direction. The advice stated the fire was not currently posing a threat to communities but provided a smoke and ember warning for the communities of Wandong, Heathcote Junction and Upper Plenty. This warning was not released because Mr Caughey said he was answering telephone calls at the Seymour RECC and with the passing of time the fire information contained in the message became out of date.

Mr Caughey prepared an alert message at 1:10pm. This message was authorised by the Regional Coordinator at Seymour, Mr Creak. The message stated the fire was ‘not posing a threat’ to communities of Wandong, Heathcote Junction and Upper Plenty but those communities ‘should be aware that fire activity in the area has increased’. This alert message was not posted to the CFA website (release 1). Mr Caughey said he had ‘real problems’ sending this message out particularly to ABC Radio.

An urgent threat message was prepared by Mr Caughey at 1:50pm. The message advised that ‘the communities of Wandong may be directly impacted by the fire within ten minutes’. This urgent threat message was authorised by Mr Creak. This release was not uploaded on the CFA website until 2:40pm (release 2). Mr Caughey commented in his statement ‘The fire’s behaviour was such that our messages were really chasing the fire instead of the fire chasing our messages’.

Mr Caughey prepared a further urgent threat message nominally timed at 2:05pm, which he believed was distributed within ten minutes of its preparation to ABC local radio and to the iECC for uploading. This release authorised by Mr Creak, advised communities of Heathcote Junction and Upper Plenty they ‘may be directly impacted by the fire within 30 minutes’. This was designated as release number 3 of the Kilmore East fire messages. This message was not uploaded to the CFA website.

Ms Henshaw, the CFA Information Unit Leader at the iECC, stated that a facsimile had been received at the iECC at 1:53pm from the Seymour RECC (Mr Caughey) which included releases 1 to 3 for the Kilmore East fire. However, it was not received by the Information Unit at the iECC until sometime after 2:21pm, taking at least 28 minutes to be distributed within the iECC’s Information Unit.

From 12:40pm, no information was posted to the CFA website concerning the Kilmore East fire, until 2:25pm, when a message was initiated at the iECC, authorised by Mr Paterson. The message stated that the fire was ‘not currently posing a threat to communities, however, the communities of Kilmore East, Wandong and Clonbinane need to be aware of this fire’. It went on to state that the fire had jumped the Hume Highway, was significantly spotting and that it was ‘impacting on the outskirts of the Wandong township’. This confusing message was issued at the iECC because it was considered important to upgrade the information from an awareness message to an alert message and because the iECC Information Unit had at that stage not received any information from the RECC or ICC. At 1:53pm the iECC had received information that Wandong, Heathcote Junction and Upper Plenty were under imminent threat. It is difficult to understand why this was not put in the iECC drafted warning or why the message did not carry the importance of an urgent threat message, (further analysis of this message is in Chapter 4).

At 2:40pm, release 2 (prepared by Mr Caughey at 1:50pm) stating that ‘Wandong may be directly impacted by the fire within ten minutes’ was uploaded onto the CFA website. The information was redundant and conflicted with the earlier posted message concerning Wandong.

Mr Caughey prepared an urgent threat message at 2:45pm (release 4). This message advised the community of Hidden Valley that they ‘may be directly impacted upon by the fire within 60 minutes’. This message was uploaded to the CFA website at 3:05pm.

No updated information concerning the Kilmore East fire was uploaded to the CFA website between 3:05pm and 3:52pm. At 3:30pm Mr Caughey prepared an urgent threat message authorised by Mr Creak, which advised that ‘the community of Whittlesea may be directly impacted upon by this fire within two hours’. This message was emailed to the iECC at approximately 3:45pm and was uploaded to the website at 3:53pm.
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9.114 At 4:05pm an urgent threat message for Hidden Valley was updated by the iECC to include the words ‘urgent threat messages for Wandong, Heathcote Junction and Upper Plenty remain current’. Ms Henshaw informed the Commission that the reason for this update was that Kilmore release 3, the 2:05pm message, which warned these communities, had not been uploaded to the website, and therefore the urgent threat message on the website did not include Wandong, Heathcote Junction or Upper Plenty.

9.115 Due to his location and the pressure of his work commitments it was not possible for Mr Caughey to properly perform the responsibilities of Information Officer for the Kilmore East fire. He did not have access to the Planning or Situation Officers. He had no direct access to any fire prediction or analysis taking place at the Kilmore ICC. He had no direct opportunity of interacting with the Planning Unit or other key members of the IMT to obtain an ‘understanding of the potential of the fire to impact on communities’ or for obtaining ‘information needs’ concerning the fire.

9.116 Earlier, at about 2:00pm, Ms Hunter was tasked to take over the responsibility of Information Officer from Mr Caughey and be located physically at the Kilmore ICC. She had to travel to Kilmore from the Alexandra CFA group headquarters. She took over Information Officer duties at the Kilmore ICC at approximately 4.00pm.

9.117 Information release 6 for the Kilmore East fire was prepared by Ms Hunter at 4:10pm. This release was signed by the Incident Controller, Mr Murphy. The urgent threat message stated in part:

The communities of Clonbinane, Mt Disappointment, Kinglake, Heathcote Junction and Upper Plenty, Hume Vale, Reedy Creek, Strath Creek may be directly impacted upon by this fire.

9.118 This warning is the first acknowledgement in an information release of the potential of the fire to impact as far as Kinglake. The evidence discloses the following course of events in relation to this warning:

- It took ten minutes (after 4:10pm) to be signed off at the Kilmore ICC because the Incident Controller was very busy.
- There was a problem with the fax machine at the Kilmore ICC. The urgent threat message could not be sent so arrangements were made to email it to Mr Caughey at Seymour RECC. This was done at 4:24pm.
- Mr Caughey then emailed or faxed the urgent threat message to three email addresses at the iECC, (the CFA and DSE information desks and the Victorian Bushfire Information Line), to 774 ABC Radio and to local radio stations (Star and UGF). The urgent threat message was received at the iECC at 4:35pm.
- The message was not uploaded to the CFA website. Upon investigation by Ms Henshaw after 7 February it was noted the email was not flagged as having been actioned by iECC staff responsible for uploading information to the website.

9.119 The 4:10pm threat message was read over 774 ABC Radio at 4:43pm by Mr John Haynes, Deputy Chief Officer of the CFA. However, the 4:10pm message was not repeated on ABC Radio. This may have been because the announcers were relying on information available on the CFA website. The next occasion on 774 ABC Radio when the Kilmore East fire was mentioned, was at approximately 5:10pm. The announcer, Mr Steve Martin, referred to a grass and scrub fire burning four kilometres east of Kilmore. He referred to Hidden Valley as the community that may be directly impacted by this fire.

9.120 Mr Martin at this time referred to a ‘Whittlesea’ fire. This was a reference to an urgent threat message (described in the next paragraph) that was prepared at the iECC and confusingly nominated the fire as a Whittlesea fire.

9.121 An urgent threat message referring to Whittlesea, nominally authorised by Mr Creak but authored at the iECC, was uploaded to the CFA website at 4:35pm (bearing a time stamp of 4:40pm). This message referred to a bushfire burning in the Mount Disappointment area and noted that the communities of Whittlesea, Humevale, Arthurs Creek, Nutfield, Eden Park and Doreen may be directly impacted by the fire.
At 5:41pm an urgent threat message from the Kilmore ICC bearing the time of 5:20pm was received at the iECC. This message gave an urgent threat warning to communities from Kinglake to Flowerdale informing them of the potential of direct impact by the fire. This was posted to the CFA website at 5:55pm, but contained a review time of 5:50pm.202

The above examination of the information and warnings prepared for communities in the path of the Kilmore East fire between 12.00noon and 6.00pm reveals that the information and warnings were not timely and did not accurately reflect the fire information that was available.

KANGAROO GROUND ICC WARNINGS

At the Kangaroo Ground ICC staff were concerned about the potential of the Kilmore East fire. Ms Serafina Munns, an experienced volunteer member of the CFA, had been rostered to work in the Information Unit on 7 February. Ms Munns had never worked in an ICC Information Unit prior to 7 February. As early as 12:17pm she recorded in her log a report from a Kinglake West CFA member who could see the smoke column of the fire over Mount Disappointment. At that stage the fire was most likely in the Wallan area.203

In preparation for information releases from the Kangaroo Ground ICC, Ms Munns used templates for releases and gathered information from the CFA radio, telephone calls and discussions with the ICC personnel, particularly the Information Unit and the Planning and Mapping Departments concerning the predicted path of the Kilmore East fire. The Kangaroo Ground Fire Tower Operator, Ms Keating, also frequently reported matters concerning the fire to Ms Munns.204

At 1:30pm Ms Munns recorded in her log a concern that the fire could burn into and around Mount Disappointment and burn towards Kangaroo Ground. The Information Unit prepared an awareness message for release concerning this potentiality. The Information Unit was informed that it was inappropriate to release this message because the fire was not in the Kangaroo Ground ICC area of responsibility.205

Mr Lawrence, Kangaroo Ground ICC Incident Controller, did not initiate direct contact with the local brigades in areas mentioned in the urgent threat messages that were not released, and was unaware of any attempt within the Kangaroo Ground ICC to do so.206

At 2:19pm there was a briefing of Kangaroo Ground ICC staff addressed by Mr Lawrence and Mr Barca, Deputy Incident Controller, concerning the Kilmore East fire. The meeting was informed that the fire was burning one kilometre from Wandong, and heading towards Kangaroo Ground, although there was an understanding this information might have been out of date. Members of the Information Unit again asked if fire information could be released from Kangaroo Ground. Mr Lawrence informed them this could not occur because ‘it was not our fire’, meaning the Kilmore ICC had responsibility for issuing such information.207

At 2:40pm, despite prior phone calls and investigations, the Kangaroo Ground ICC could not ascertain who was the Incident Controller at Kilmore. It appears there was some confusion amongst the Kilmore IMT as to who had this role. Mr Barca spoke to a person at the Kilmore ICC at 2:46pm who informed Mr Barca that the Incident Controller at Kilmore was either Mr Greg Murphy or Mr Peter Creak. Mr Barca was unable to contact either individual.208

A phone call was received by Mr Barca at the Kangaroo Ground ICC at 2:40pm from the Kilmore ICC. Mr Barca was informed of the south-easterly spread of the fire. He then undertook an exercise of predicting the fire spread. Mr Barca predicted that the fire could potentially impact on Kinglake, Kinglake West, Strathewen, St Andrews, Steels Creek, Flowerdale, Humevale and surrounding towns and areas.209

Following this analysis, at around 3:00pm, Mr Barca spoke with Mr Lawrence about the need to draft a threat message. Mr Barca asked the Information Unit to draft a message for Kinglake and surrounding communities.210
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At 3:02pm an alert message was drafted. The information contained in the message was that the fire was estimated to be over 1000 hectares and that it was near Wandong heading in a south-easterly direction. It further stated:

Even though the fire is not currently posing a threat, the communities of Kinglake West, Kinglake, Pheasant Creek, Strathewen, Arthurs Creek, Doreen, Yan Yean, Woodstock, Memra, Nutfield, Mittons Bridge, Hurstbridge, St Andrews, Panton Hill, Arthurs Creek, Smiths Gully, Christmas Hills need to be aware that fire activity in the area has increased and has the potential to impact directly.

The 3:02pm alert message represents an accurate and timely warning concerning the potential of the Kilmore East fire. It was the combined work of the Planning Unit and the Information Unit at the Kangaroo Ground ICC. It demonstrates what could have been achieved by way of information and warning to those who were in the path of the Kilmore East fire. It also demonstrates the time at which information could have been released to the community.

However, the draft alert message of 3:02pm was not released. According to Mr Lawrence it was not released because ‘the fire was being controlled by the Kilmore ICC and it was their responsibility to issue information messages be they urgent messages or otherwise’. This message was not released by the Kangaroo Ground ICC because the Kilmore ICC, not the Kangaroo Ground ICC, continued to have control of the fire.

Mr Lawrence stated in evidence that he attempted to contact the Kilmore ICC to pass the information on, without success. He did not know whether the Kilmore ICC was releasing this type of information. Mr Lawrence was not monitoring the CFA website to see what information was being released but, in any event, he reiterated: ‘not being the controlling ICC for that fire at that time, I was not able to issue those information releases regardless’.

Mr Barca stated that the unauthorised release of fire information may have caused confusion. He understood the draft threat message was forwarded to the Kilmore ICC for approval and release. It is apparent that personnel at the Kangaroo Ground ICC were not aware that the Information Officer for the Kilmore ICC at that time was based at the Seymour RECC, not at Kilmore.

Mr Barca spoke with Mr Bernard Barbetti, the DSE Regional Duty Officer at Box Hill, at approximately 2:50pm. Mr Barca told Mr Barbetti of his concerns for the potential of the Kilmore East fire and the threat to Kinglake and surrounding areas. He raised the need for a threat message and Mr Barbetti said he would check with the iECC about the status of issuing messages. Mr Barbetti phoned back at 3:13pm to advise no threat messages had been issued.

Mr Barca stated that continuing attempts were made by Kangaroo Ground personnel to contact the Kilmore ICC to check on the issuing of threat messages for the fire. Requests were made by the Kangaroo Ground ICC to take control of the fire as fire was burning rapidly into the Kangaroo Ground ICC area. Mr Barca recorded in his log at approximately 4:00pm:

Kinglake needs threat message ASAP – confirmation of responsibility lack of information and threat messages. CFA in a mess.

Mr Barca made this entry because of his frustration concerning the failure to release threat messages and because Kangaroo Ground had not been made ICC for the fire.

Even though Kangaroo Ground was not the controlling ICC, Mr Lawrence had a conversation with Mr Armstrong, CFA Region 13 Operations Manager, at 4:00pm to discuss what firefighting resources could be allocated to the protection of SP Ausnet power transmission lines at Kinglake. At 4:08pm Mr Lawrence advised Mr Armstrong that Kangaroo Ground did not have sufficient resources to defend the Kinglake power assets. Mr Armstrong advised he would liaise with SP Ausnet.

There is an incongruity in this situation. SP Ausnet, responsible for power line infrastructure in and around Kinglake, was advised of the threat and the inability of the CFA to defend that infrastructure. The township and residents of the same area received no warning information posted to the website, because of a perceived necessity to comply with the Chief Officer’s Standard Operating Procedure (January 2005).
9.142 At 5:20pm Mr Lawrence, against CFA procedure, did authorise an urgent threat message concerning the Kilmore East fire to be released from the Kangaroo Ground ICC. It featured the same communities that were the subject of the 3:02pm threat message that was never released. The release of this message occurred despite Kangaroo Ground not being the ICC for the fire. The reason given for the release was the continuing inability to make contact with the Kilmore ICC and a recognition that it was ‘a priority to issue those messages’. Mr Barca was not aware that Mr Lawrence had unilaterally issued this message.

9.143 Evidence indicates Mr Lawrence did make contact with the Kilmore ICC during the course of the afternoon. He spoke with Mr Murphy at 3:50pm and at 4:50pm he spoke with Mr Peter Hayes, Operations Officer at the Kilmore ICC. This conversation with Mr Hayes occurred only 14 minutes after Ms Munns had spoken with Mr Lawrence about issuing an urgent threat message. Ms Munns had raised the need to issue an urgent threat message at the Kangaroo Ground ICC with Mr Lawrence yet again because she, ‘didn’t believe that our communities at the southern end of the fire were being warned while we knew the fire was coming into the area’. There is no evidence that Mr Lawrence raised the issue of the release of the warnings during his conversations with Kilmore IMT members.

9.144 In the context of this contact with senior officers of the IMT at the Kilmore ICC, it is difficult to accept that Mr Lawrence was in fact giving priority to the issuing of threat messages from the Kangaroo Ground ICC. At this stage, the Commission recognises that the evidence is incomplete. The CFA should investigate whether there are any lessons to be learned, in light of comments made about communication problems at the Kilmore ICC.

9.145 It is an unsatisfactory situation that only the Incident Controller in control of the fire authorises information releases and that a firefighting officer can be in possession of information that could save lives but not release such information because of rigid divisions of responsibility.

9.146 It is noted that the Kangaroo Ground Divisional Command issued a red flag warning for firefighting personnel without authorisation of the Kilmore ICC. Authorisation for release of a red flag warning by the Incident Controller is not required, because it is an urgent message aimed at ensuring that fireground personnel ‘receive timely and accurate information relevant to their safety’. The same approach should apply to the release of bushfire warnings to the public.

9.147 Mr Rees indicated in evidence that AIIMS as a system is ‘immature’ and he thought this may explain the rigid approach to its operation. While this may be the case within the CFA, the Commission notes the system was adopted by them almost 20 years ago. Concerning the issue of the Kangaroo Ground ICC being prevented from releasing warnings, Mr Rees went on to say that there was a need for flexibility and ‘we … weren’t as flexible as what we should have been’. Mr Rees said you have to give people ‘the capability to break through [the system] when it is not working’. The Commission strongly supports this approach.

9.148 Mr Rees indicated that there was an ability to work through to the regional level when the Kangaroo Ground ICC was incapable of contacting the Kilmore ICC. Yet even though both Mr Lawrence and Mr Barca were in contact with their respective regional headquarters, the warnings were still not released.

9.149 On 7 February for communities in the path of the Kilmore East fire, the core responsibility of the CFA of providing accurate and timely fire information was not met. Supporting and promoting ‘safe, self-reliant and resilient communities’ able ‘to make informed decisions about their own safety’, was not achieved. The information for appropriate, timely warnings was available but not delivered to the community.

-----------------------------
RECOMMENDATION 9.3
-----------------------------

The CFA and DSE ensure that where a level 3 Incident Controller or officer of equivalent ranking is satisfied that a bushfire warning is required, then such Incident Controller is authorised to release a warning where the designated Incident Controller is temporarily unavailable.
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IECC WARNINGS

9.150 The evidence presented to date highlights the inadequacy of the warnings provided to threatened communities in the path of the Kilmore East fire. The process of monitoring warnings was also deficient.

9.151 The evidence discloses a widespread appreciation of the need for timely and accurate community warnings in bushfire events, discussed in Chapter 4. Ensuring that this widespread appreciation is matched by practice is another matter. There is a void in the responsibility for the issuing of bushfire warnings in Victoria, with no legal obligation falling on any person to issue warnings. As indicated by Mr Rees in his evidence, no person or authority in Victoria is charged with a legal or formal procedural responsibility for issuing warnings to the community concerning the risk of bushfire.242

9.152 The Commission acknowledges this. The CFA has, in practice, provided information and warnings to communities for many years. The creation, jointly with DSE, of the Victorian Bushfire Information Line acknowledges this.

9.153 The CFA and DSE have participated with AFAC in the evolution of AIIMS over the last 20 years.243 They have seen the role and responsibilities for information and warnings gain importance and consequence within the AIIMS structure.244 The CFA and DSE have been aware that fire information is required by Incident Controllers, both to manage and protect their own firefighting resources and to warn and protect communities under threat.

9.154 The provision of advice and warnings to the community has been a basic role of the fire authorities for many years and a fundamental expectation of the community.

9.155 To put the issue beyond doubt, the Commission considers it desirable to specify in legislation, a person who must shoulder direct responsibility for ensuring appropriate warnings during bushfire incidents. The Chief Officer of the CFA already possesses statutory power and authority concerning fires and, more particularly, for the protection of life, and is the largest fire agency in relation to bushfire in Victoria.

9.156 However, as some fires are under the control of a DSE Incident Controller, without any involvement of the CFA, it is appropriate that there also be a standing delegation allocating responsibility to the DSE Chief Fire Officer for providing information and issuing warnings.

RECOMMENDATION 9.4

The State amend the Country Fire Authority Act 1958 to provide that the Chief Officer has responsibility to issue warnings and provide information to the community concerning the risk of bushfires.

RECOMMENDATION 9.5

The CFA effect a standing delegation of the responsibility for providing information and issuing warnings to the DSE Chief Fire Officer where a fire is directed to be under the control of a DSE Incident Controller.

WARNINGS — CONCLUSIONS

9.157 By 2:00pm on 7 February the fire agencies understood that the Kilmore East fire was burning out of control with high potential to endanger life and property. Observations and reports made of the fire by experienced CFA personnel amply demonstrated its severity and its great potential to cause substantial damage, although it is unclear to the Commission at this time if all of these were received at the ICCs. The subsequent threat messages failed to convey this information, failed to communicate warnings in a timely fashion and failed to identify towns and communities in the likely path of the fire.
The Commission awaits an explanation as to why the Kilmore ICC was without any ICC personnel at the outbreak of this fire. In particular, the fact that the Information Officer was located at the Seymour RECC and distracted from his duties created a void in information. As indicated in evidence by Mr Rees, such an arrangement negatively impacts on the flow of information to the community from the ICC. This occurred on 7 February.

Despite knowledge held by senior personnel at the ieCC as to the potential danger of the Kilmore East fire, there was an absence of timely and accurate warnings and oversight of the ICC. The meeting attended by Ms Henshaw at 2:28pm with the State Coordinator of the CFA and the State Duty Officers of the CFA and DSE identified areas including Whittlesea and Kinglake as priority areas for information. The identification of these particular towns at that time reflects the high degree of concern of senior officers in both agencies that this fire, following a predictable course, would impact on communities and populated areas. That information sent by the Kilmore ICC for uploading onto the website at the ieCC was not uploaded is indicative of the level of breakdown on the day.

No warning concerning the Kilmore East fire included information as to the anticipated impact of the south-westerly change on the fire. Fires in the Western Districts had already demonstrated to the ieCC the well known impact of the change on a smaller scale. The wind change did create the expected ‘horror’ situation with the Kilmore East fire.

The consideration given by Mr Rees and Mr Waller at the ieCC at approximately 6:00pm to the south-westerly change’s impact on the fires was consideration after the event. The impact of the change was always an eventuality that needed to be carefully monitored and should have been taken into consideration earlier.

### CONTROL OF THE KILMORE EAST FIRE

Over the course of the afternoon of 7 February the firefront of the Kilmore East fire moved south into the area of the Kangaroo Ground ICC footprint. It was the strategic assessment of Mr Lawrence and the IMT at Kangaroo Ground, by mid afternoon, that the fire would be more efficiently managed by Kangaroo Ground.

Mr Barca raised the issue of the most appropriate ICC to control the Kilmore East fire with Mr Barbetti, DSE Coordinator Box Hill, at around 2:50pm. Mr Barbetti indicated he would contact the ieCC on this matter and also concerning the issuing of threat messages about the Kilmore East fire. At 3:45pm Mr Barbetti informed Mr Barca it was still a Kilmore ICC controlled fire.

The appropriateness of the ICC continuing at Kilmore was raised a number of times over the course of the afternoon of 7 February with Mr Graham Armstrong, Operations Manager Region 13, by both Mr Barca and Mr Lawrence. On all occasions they were informed that the fire would continue to be managed by the Kilmore ICC.

At 4:30pm Mr Stewart Kreltszheim, a career firefighter with the CFA since 1993 and Operations Manager Region 23 based in Benalla, ‘instructed’ Mr Lawrence and Mr Barca that the Kangaroo Ground ICC was to be officially set up as a Divisional Command under the control of the Kilmore ICC. In large fires, areas of the fire are identified as Divisions with a ‘Divisional Commander’ to assist with span of control. The Divisional Commander (in this instance Mr Lawrence) normally reports through the Operations Officer of the IMT to the Incident Controller and receives advice regarding operational objectives.

At 5:45pm Mr Armstrong advised Mr Lawrence he would confer with the State Duty Officer, CFA, as to whether Kilmore or Kangaroo Ground should run the fire. At 6:32pm Mr Armstrong advised Mr Lawrence no decision had been made. In this conversation Mr Lawrence informed Mr Armstrong he was unable to contact the Kilmore ICC.

At 10:00pm, at a command meeting at the Kangaroo Ground ICC, Mr Lawrence indicated that Mr Armstrong had stated Kangaroo Ground was to assume command of part of the fire. The Kilmore ICC was telephoned, but there was a new Incident Controller on duty who indicated he knew nothing of any such transfer.
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9.168 It was not until between 5:00am and 6:00am on 8 February that Kangaroo Ground was in fact given control of the fire.257

9.169 The Chief Officer’s Standard Operating Procedure 8.04 (January 2005), provides a procedure for the transfer of incident control or command.258 The Incident Controller, a more senior Brigade Officer, an Operations Manager or State Coordinator may initiate a transfer of Incident Controller. The Standard Operating Procedure provides that, where appropriate, the transfer should have the agreement of the incumbent Incident Controller.259

9.170 The Commission will not speculate as to why the transfer did not occur earlier. It acknowledges the challenges of transferring incident control in the midst of rapidly moving fire operations. The communication issues raised in evidence are summarised below.

9.171 Mr Lawrence and Mr Barca maintained there were continual difficulties in making contact with the Kilmore ICC on 7 February.260 Evidence set out earlier indicates this was the reason why urgent threat messages prepared at Kangaroo Ground were not released — they could not be authorised by the Kilmore ICC.

9.172 Mr Barca stated that after Kangaroo Ground was appointed as a Divisional Command Centre, it received no instructions. Indeed ‘after numerous attempts to contact the Kilmore ICC by telephone (the phone rang out or was not answered)’ he said that Kangaroo Ground was unable to obtain instructions.261 Mr Barca stated after the 4:30pm communication with Mr Kreltszheim, he was unable to make contact with the Kilmore ICC again until 11:45pm.262

9.173 The Kilmore ICC received an ‘unbelievable amount of phone calls … and a large amount of radio traffic as well’.263 Mr Kreltszheim described communications as being stretched on the day. However, he was not aware of any problem with the communication system or the faxing or sending of urgent threat messages.264 He said there was a link with Mr Lawrence established by a Liaison Officer at the Kilmore ICC using a mobile phone.265

9.174 The evidence of Mr Lawrence indicates he did communicate with the Kilmore ICC at 3:50pm, 4:30pm and 4:50pm.266

9.175 Ms Hunter, Kilmore ICC Information Officer, stated that she had no difficulty communicating by telephone with the Kangaroo Ground ICC although she acknowledged that there were problems with getting threat messages through.267

9.176 The Kilmore fire station is not a permanent ICC and the telecommunications infrastructure did not match that of the Kangaroo Ground ICC. An area of the multipurpose room in the Kilmore fire station was partitioned off, in preparation for use as an IMT work centre on the night of 6 February.268 However, when Ms Hunter arrived at the Kilmore ICC on the afternoon of 7 February, she was allocated a room away from where the rest of the IMT were working and eventually was forced into the reception centre of the fire station.269 There was initially no computer or printer for her to use; she used her own notebook computer.270 There was a problem with the fax machine and an urgent threat message had to be phoned through to the Seymour RECC.271

9.177 Other evidence indicates a lack of communication and understanding between firefighting personnel in the field and the ICCs at Kilmore and Kangaroo Ground:

- Mr Williamson, the CFA Captain at Whittlesea who made important observations of the fire at around 2:00pm, commented: ‘we couldn’t talk to them [Kilmore] on the day’, the lack of communication had ‘a major impact’.272
- Mr McGahy, Captain of the Arthurs Creek/Strathewen Brigade, had no communication with the Kilmore ICC at all on the day.273
- Mr Hendrie, Captain of the Kinglake Brigade, had no communication with the Kilmore ICC. He believed Kangaroo Ground was ICC for the fire.274
- Mr Cooper, Deputy Group Officer at Kangaroo Ground, was involved in operational aspects of the management of fires at St Andrews and then involved in relief activities in Kinglake. All his observations concerning the fire were related to the Kangaroo Ground Divisional Command — he thought they would be managing the fire as the ICC.275
9.178 The Report of the Inquiry into the 2002–03 Victorian Bushfires recommended ‘a single state-of-the-art all hazards State Emergency Operations Centre be established for Victoria’. The recommendation accepted that the implementation of the centre may need to develop in stages incorporating initially the CFA, DSE, the Metropolitan Fire and Emergency Services Board (MFB) and the State Emergency Aircraft Unit.

9.179 A preliminary trial of one week was undertaken in February 2008 where the SECC functions of the CFA were relocated to the DSE Fire Emergency Coordination Centre at Nicholson Street, East Melbourne. This trial was apparently successful and in August 2008 a full scale trial, to run until 30 June 2009, was commenced with all the CFA State coordination functions transferring to the iECC.

9.180 The CFA left ‘well developed SECC facilities and operational capacity at Burwood’. Lack of facilities at the Nicholson Street iECC meant some CFA support capacity was left behind but, in the main, Mr Rees said the operational capacity all went to Nicholson Street.

9.181 The objective in moving to the iECC was to integrate the CFA and DSE firefighting structures. When asked what was integrated during this trial period, Mr Rees referred to the Information Desk, the Situation Unit and the Mapping Section having both CFA and DSE people working side by side. Mr Rees said that information collection was ‘as integrated as possible’, but noted that integration was made harder by the fact that the CFA and DSE run different systems. Significantly each agency took their own command and control structures to the iECC ‘what we call the command function or the command cell are separate functions of the agencies’.

9.182 Mr Rees indicated that the duplication of command structures at the iECC did not sit well with integration. He stated that ‘we need to understand that we can make better use of the key people and avoid the current parallel we are running’. The CFA and DSE ran separate websites providing different fire information from different sources. The CFA and DSE have different mapping tools or systems. There was an attempt to share capability but ‘the mapping systems ... are not the same simply because the CFA is not DSE. We are not the same’.

9.183 Mr Rees stated that the move to the iECC worked well and was a success. On the other hand, the CFA’s State Duty Officer on 7 February, Mr Paterson, pointed to a significant drop in the CFA’s operational capacity. He stated:

If the incident [7 February 2009 fires] had been run from the SECC [Burwood] we would have had up to ten CFA Situation Officers on duty. Instead we had two CFA Situation Officers on duty due to lack of space.

9.184 As Mr Paterson stated, the function of the Situation Unit is ‘vitally important’ to maintaining regular and up to date information about fires.

9.185 There were no operating procedures for the functions, role or work of the agencies at the iECC. A two page iECC Guideline was produced on 6 February 2009 and endorsed by officers of Victoria Police, the CFA and DSE, in consultation with the MFB and State Emergency Services. The guideline has little detail. It describes the role of the iECC as follows:

To support information sharing, enable intelligence gathering and joint situation analysis between agencies, to inform fire control and coordination, and agency command actions related to the management of the fire event.

9.186 At the iECC there was no one person in charge. Neither the Chief Officer of the CFA nor the Chief Fire Officer of DSE filled such a position. Mr Rees stated that control of the iECC was a partnership between the CFA and DSE State Duty Officers: “they sit side by side and work together”.
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9.187 Importantly, there is no procedure or protocol that allocates responsibility for issuing or monitoring community warnings in the event of fire to someone in the iECC. The events and circumstances of 7 February discussed above show this is a significant omission. While the Commission recognises the attempt at integrating the ‘different systems’, at this stage the evidence supports a conclusion that the main function of the iECC was limited to ‘where the two fire agencies have come together to work together in the coordination of the fires as two agencies with like outcomes’. Mr Rees stated that the iECC is not ‘a state coordinative centre for the management of disasters’. Just how the CFA move to the iECC impacted on operational capacity of the CFA on 7 February is not clear on the limited evidence the Commission has received. To date, however, the iECC appears more like co-location rather than integration.

9.188 Later hearings of the Commission will examine aspects of the organisation and structure of the CFA and DSE and the use of AIIMS, along with the cultural issues that inevitably impact on such co-locations.

PRELIMINARY OBSERVATIONS — KEY iECC ROLES

9.189 The CFA Chief Officer possesses authority and power that may be exercised for the purpose of ‘extinguishing or restricting the spread of the fire’ or ‘protecting life or property’. The Chief Officer may delegate, by written instrument, powers and authorities conferred upon him under the Country Fire Authority Act 1958. The statutory role of Chief Officer is an operational role. Mr Rees described himself as the senior operations commander of the CFA. Mr Rees described his overall responsibilities as follows:

The Chief Officer has the ultimate responsibility for the suppression of fires and other incidents as prescribed by the Act. My role as Chief Officer is to ensure that the performance of CFA is in accordance with plans and the situation as it develops, and that appropriate inter-agency high level consultation and liaison occurs so that effective coordinated response can occur. My role is further to ensure that both in and outside of CFA, particularly to government, and ultimately to the Minister of Police and Emergency Services, the current fire situation is appropriately being communicated and that strategically, that CFA is working in accord with all the emergency services agencies.

9.190 It is an onerous role, as shown on 7 February. To fulfil this role, particularly as it concerns the ‘communication of the current fire situation’, the Chief Officer would need to be kept informed by the most up to date fire intelligence and recognise the potential of major fires.

9.191 At the iECC Mr Rees did not appear to become actively involved in operational issues, even when the disastrous consequences of the fires began to emerge. His responsibilities on 7 February included ensuring an IMT was in place for major fires and that he was kept informed of the fire situation so he could inform those above him of the fires in a strategic sense.

9.192 According to Mr Rees, his responsibilities also included coordination at a ‘State strategic level’. Mr Rees described this role as requiring strategic decisions as to the priority of resources on a statewide basis.

9.193 By 3:30pm Mr Rees was aware the fire was in the Mount Disappointment area, that it was spotting significantly, and that there was fire spotting in the Strathewen area a long way ahead of itself. Mr Rees recognised the potential with this type of spotting that a range of communities could be the subject of such fire activity but he could not say if he turned his mind specifically to that.

9.194 Mr Rees did not look specifically at warnings concerning the Kilmore East fire nor did he, given his knowledge of the spotting potential of that fire, ask anybody to check whether the Kilmore ICC was producing timely warnings. He did not do this because he said his ‘approach was state-wide. It was a strategic approach. It was not specifically related to one fire’. On 7 February, Mr Rees did not have any personal contact with either the Kilmore or the Kangaroo Ground ICC.

9.195 Mr Rees was not aware specifically of the presence of Dr Tolhurst in the iECC on 7 February, although he knew fire behaviouralists were there, and had met with fire behaviouralists to be briefed as to the potential impact of the Bunyip fire and the damage it might cause to surrounding areas on 6 February.

9.196 Mr Rees did not see any prediction maps concerning the Kilmore East fire on 7 February. Again, the reason given why he did not inspect prediction maps was the need for a state overview.
Mr Waller stated in evidence that in prioritising fires of state significance the potential or prediction for those fires was very important. He said that senior management at the IECC, including himself and Mr Rees, were discussing the fires over the course of the day. He agreed that it was not possible to coordinate resources without having some understanding of the potential of the fires. The methodology of working out fires, Mr Waller said, involved:

… straight experience, knowing the wind of the day, the fuels where [the fires] have started and particularly what assets, or communities, what built assets or critical assets are in front of that fire.

According to Mr Waller, he and Mr Rees discussed both CFA and DSE fires equally. In relation to the Kilmore East fire, Mr Waller knew there was a problem in the containment of the fire very soon after ignition. Once the fire had crossed the Hume Highway, Mr Waller had the opinion on the day it would not be able to be pulled up; it would be uncontrollable and factors including the impact of the south-westerly change and its impact on the fires had to be taken into account.

Mr Waller also agreed that the evidence before the Commission on the warnings issued on the day for the Kilmore East fire demonstrated that the warnings did not properly address the potential for the fire or the impact of the south-westerly change. Mr Waller stated he would have expected (for a DSE fire) that the DSE State Duty Officer would monitor the performance of the ICC in issuing warnings and inform him if he thought things were going wrong.

Mr Paterson was the CFA State Duty Officer at the IECC on 7 February. The State Duty Officer is the next most senior CFA Officer to the State Coordinator, who is responsible to the Chief Officer. Mr Conway was the State Coordinator. The Commission has not yet heard evidence from Mr Conway and will examine the role of State Coordinator further in future hearings.

The functions of the CFA State Duty Officer, effectively transferred to the IECC on 7 February, are set out in Standard Operating Procedures concerning the State Emergency Coordination Centre (November 2007). The CFA State Duty Officer ‘will be the first point of contact for Regional Duty Officers for all operational matters requiring State notification or action in relation to incidents at which CFA personnel are engaged, or where state coordination of resources may be required’.

The CFA Standard Operating Procedures concerning the SECC (IECC on 7 February) described without prioritisation the various roles of the SECC, including:

- monitor and advise the Chief Officer via the State Coordinator, of incidents occurring that have the potential to escalate to have significant effect on communities, CFA and government or on other agencies
- provide support to Incident Management Teams in regions
- ensure that suitable information is received by local communities to enable them to take appropriate actions to increase their safety.

However, Mr Paterson stated to the Commission that:

- he did not see it as one of his tasks in coordinating resources to make an assessment of a fire’s capacity to cause substantial damage or loss of life
- fire spread prediction was not important to him at a state level in terms of ‘resources strategy’
- he did not see any fire prediction maps in relation to the spread of the Kilmore East fire and he did not discuss fire prediction at all with the State Coordinator or the Chief Officer. He saw no information on the day as to the likely area in which the Kilmore East fire would burn
- he did not form a belief as to whether the Kilmore East fire was capable of suppression, nor did he discuss that issue with the State Coordinator or Chief Officer
- he did not prioritise the major fires on the day in terms of coordination
- he was not aware on 7 February there was any difficulty communicating with the Kilmore ICC.
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The evidence discloses that the most senior and third most senior CFA officers on 7 February made no reference to prediction maps and did not use the services of fire behaviour analysts located at the iECC.

How the CFA's responsibility in relation to 'ensuring that suitable information is received by local communities to enable them to take appropriate actions to increase their safety' was achieved is difficult to understand.

On the basis of the evidence set out above, it is also difficult to understand how Mr Rees could properly carry out a strategic statewide coordination responsibility or how Mr Paterson could carry out the responsibilities of State Duty Officer and the coordination tasks he described.

The Commission made comment earlier in this chapter on the responsibilities and expectations for the provision of warnings and information. These are preliminary observations because the evidence is not complete and the Commission has not heard from the CFA State Coordinator or the DSE State Duty Officer.

FIRE PREDICTION AND ANALYSIS

DSE, with the support of various fire agencies Australia-wide, has in recent years conducted a course to train fire behaviour analysts. The placement of trained fire behaviour analysts at a state level and in ICCs would enhance timely and accurate warnings to the community.

Fire behaviour analysts were located at the iECC during the 2008–09 bushfire season. They were involved in morning briefings at the iECC and prepared prediction maps as tasked. On 7 February they were not well positioned within the iECC. The flow of information concerning fires was slow and in some cases nonexistent. The analyst who was requested to undertake fire prediction for the Kilmore East fire was not provided with the line scans of 12:45pm until sometime after 2:00pm. Mr Williamson's observations about the extreme fire scenario he observed north of Wandong at 2:00pm were not conveyed to the fire behaviour analyst at all.

At the iECC on 7 February both the CFA and DSE were undertaking fire prediction and analysis. The communication between the two organisations at this level was not good.

Overall the evidence points to fire behaviour analysis and fire prediction at the iECC on 7 February being a secondary consideration not referred to by Mr Rees or Mr Paterson. The flow of information to fire behaviour analysts at the iECC needs to be improved. It could be greatly assisted by locating fire behaviour analysts in a better position at the iECC, where they can readily access fire information as it is received at the iECC.

At the ICC level, fire prediction in a Situation Unit should be a priority for the Situation Officer. Threat messages need to be based on fire prediction and the Information Officer needs to be aware of fire prediction in the ICC as soon as it is available.

The Commission acknowledges the desirability of locating trained fire behaviour analysts in Situation Units of ICCs across the State. However, as the evidence of Mr Barca at Kangaroo Ground indicates, incident prediction in the early stages of a bushfire does not require enormous sophistication. The Commission accepts the submission of the Volunteer Fire Brigades of Victoria that it is a relatively straightforward undertaking in the preliminary stages of a bushfire to calculate speed, flame height, spotting distances and present the Incident Controller with 'likely threats downwind'.
AIIMS AND INFORMATION — HOW IT MIGHT CHANGE

9.214 As the evidence in this chapter reveals, the fire agencies were in possession of information early in the afternoon of 7 February that demonstrated the extreme nature of the Kilmore East fire and its potential. Despite this knowledge, warnings were not released in a timely manner.

9.215 There are a number of factors to explain this failure, some of which have been addressed. The release of information and warnings to the community needs to be made a priority in the ICC and effectively monitored at the iECC. The evidence before the Commission indicates insufficient priority was given to this.

9.216 The evidence the Commission has received to date does not enable it to make a definitive recommendation as to whether the Information Unit should have a separate and more significant identity within the AIIMS structure. The evidence concerning the Kilmore East fire demonstrates that warnings to the community need to be given a higher priority and this necessarily means that, for the 2009–10 bushfire season, the role and status of the Information Unit needs to be elevated.

9.217 Increasing this priority requires scrutiny of the function and the role of the Information Officer. In his evidence, Mr Rees raised the potential of expanding the Information Unit within the IMT by making it a separate function and therefore providing more direct access to the Incident Controller. This change in structure may highlight the function and prioritisation of information to the community.339

9.218 The Deputy Incident Controller is an optional appointment to a level 3 IMT, but in Victoria Deputy Incident Controllers are appointed where DSE and the CFA share responsibility for fire management (such as Kangaroo Ground IMT). A possibility identified by the Commission is to give the Deputy Incident Controller the responsibility in the IMT of authorising and releasing warnings to the community.

9.219 A further option is to make the Deputy Incident Controller responsible for all planning functions within the existing AIIMS structure, including information. Such an adjusted structure would better emphasise the increased priority given to information.

9.220 Alternatively, the information function could be established as a separate and equal function to operations. The Deputy Incident Controller could be delegated responsibility for ‘information’, ensuring information is collected and analysed, predictions are made, and warning advice is disseminated in a timely fashion.

9.221 These options are raised now, in this interim report, in an effort to promote the provision of timely and accurate information to the community. The CFA and DSE may choose to explore and trial such options over the 2009–10 bushfire season.

9.222 The Commission intends to examine this and other matters when it considers organisational aspects of the CFA and DSE in later hearings.